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Abstract—Exponential growth in electronic health record
(EHR) data has resulted in new opportunities and urgent needs
to discover meaningful data-driven representations and patterns
of diseases, i.e., computational phenotyping. Recent success and
development of deep learning provides promising solutions to the
problem of prediction and feature discovery tasks, while lots of
challenges still remain and prevent people from applying standard deep learning models directly. In this paper, we discussed
three key challenges in this field: how to deal with missing data,
how to build scalable models, and how to get interpretations
of features and models. We proposed novel and effective deep
learning solutions to each of them respectively. All proposed
solutions are evaluated on several real-world health care datasets
and experimental results demonstrated their superiority over
existing baselines.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The national push [1] for electronic health records (EHR)
has resulted in an exponential surge in volume, detail, and availability of digital health data which offers an unprecedented
opportunity to solve many difficult and important problems in
health care. Clinicians are collaborating with computer scientists by using this opportunity to improve the state of health
care services towards the goal of Personalized Healthcare [2].
One important step towards this goal is learning richer, datadriven descriptions of illness from a variety of data sources
and types. This field of research, known as computational
phenotyping, has attracted many machine learning and data
mining researchers [3]–[5]. However, the recent rise of this
research field with more available data and new applications
has also introduced several challenges which have not been
answered well. Among these challenges, handling missingness
in health care data, building predictive model with scalability,
and interpreting learned features and models are three most
urgent and important ones to be solved.
Properly handling and even effectively exploiting missingness in real-world health care data is very important in health
care domain. Unlike other data sources, medical data such as
EHR often inevitably carry missing observations due to various reasons, such as medical events, cost saving, anomalies,
inconvenience. It has been noted that these missing values are
usually informative missingness [6], i.e., the missing values
and patterns provide rich information about target labels in
supervised learning tasks (e.g, time series classification). A

variety of methods have been developed to fill in the missing
values [7]–[9], but they usually result in a two-step process
where imputations are disparate from prediction models and
missing patterns are not effectively explored, thus leading to
suboptimal analyses and predictions [10]. Recent works [11]–
[13] tried to handle missingness in recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) by concatenating missing entries or timestamps with
the input or performing simple imputations. However, there
have not been works which model missing patterns into a
systematically modified RNN structure for time series classification problems. We develop a novel deep learning model
based on Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [14], namely GRUD, to effectively exploit masking and time interval, which are
two representations of informative missingness patterns [15].
Masking informs the model which inputs are observed (or
missing), while time interval encapsulates the input observation patterns. Our model captures the observations and their
dependencies by applying masking and time interval (using a
decay term) to the inputs and network states of a GRU cell, and
jointly train all model components using back-propagation.
Thus, our model not only captures the long-term temporal
dependencies of time series observations but also utilizes the
missing patterns to improve the prediction results.
Another major challenge comes from the requirement of
training scalable model which utilize a large and increasing
amount of data. First, the daily increasing volume of health
care data raises the critical problem on finding an efficient
schema to build models with newly coming data. Second and
more important, while plenties of EHR data are available,
only a limited amount of them are for one specific disease
or one single patient. Leveraging the advantages of the big
data for all cases to small data with limited and imbalanced
labels would therefore become quite useful. We propose a
general deep learning framework which has a more efficient
training process and achieves better prediction performance in
this situation [16]. We formulate a prior-based regularization
framework to guide the training of multi-label neural networks
using medical ontologies and other structured knowledge. To
be more specific, graph Laplacian [17] priors are applied on
the prediction layer of the neural networks to incorporate
relational information from domain knowledge or training
data. We also propose an efficient incremental training pro-

cedure for building a series of neural networks that detect
physiologic patterns of increasing length by utilizing existing
neural networks to initialize the a new neural net designed to
detect longer temporal patterns or newly included features.
Furthermore, in health care domain, model and feature
interpretability is not only important but also necessary, since
primary care providers, physicians and clinical experts are
increasingly depending on the new data-driven health care
technologies to help them in patient monitoring and decisionmaking. A good interpretable model is shown to result in faster
adoptability among clinical staffs and better quality of patient
care [18], [19]. Even though powerful, deep learning models
(usually with millions of model parameters) are difficult to
interpret. On the other hand, decision trees [20], due to their
easy interpretability, have been quite successfully employed in
health care domain [21], [22], but they can easily overfit and
perform poorly on large heterogeneous EHR datasets. Thus,
an important question naturally arises: how can we develop
novel data-driven solutions which can achieve state-of-the-art
performance as deep learning models and at the same time
can be easily interpreted by health care professionals and
medical practitioners? Inspired by the recently developed mimic learning [23] and knowledge distillation [24] approaches,
we introduce a simple yet effective knowledge-distillation
approach called interpretable mimic learning [25], [26], to
learn interpretable models with robust prediction performance
as deep learning models. Our interpretable mimic learning
framework uses gradient boosting trees (GBT) [27] to learn
interpretable models from deep learning models. Experimental
results demonstrate that our interpretable mimic learning framework can maintain state-of-the-art prediction performance
of deep models and provide interpretable features and decision
rules.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces our GRU-D model for utilizing informative missingness. In section III, we describe our prior-based network
and incremental training strategies to build scalable deep
computational phenotyping models. The interpretable mimic
learning framework is described in section IV. We summarize
our work in section V.
II. GRU-D: M ODEL FOR M ISSINGNESS IN DATA
A. Methodology
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Fig. 1. An example of measurement vectors xt , time stamps st , masking
mt , and time interval δt .

1) Notations: We first clarify the notations before introducing our models. We denote a multivariate time series with
D variables of length T as X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xT ] ∈ RD×T .
Let st ∈ R denote the time-stamp when the tth observation

is obtained and we assume that the first observation is made
at time-stamp 0 (i.e., s1 = 0). A time series X could have
D
missing values. We introduce the masking mt ∈ {0, 1} to
denote which variables are missing at time step t. The value
of masking is 1 if the variable is observed, otherwise 0. For
each variable d, we also maintain the time interval δtd ∈ R
since its last observation. An example of these notations is
illustrated in Figure 1. In this paper, we are interested in
the time series classification problem, where we predict the
labels ln ∈ {1, . . . , L} given the time series
h data D, where
i
(n)
(n)
N
D = {(Xn , sn , Mn , ∆n )}n=1 , and Xn = x1 , . . . , xTn ,
h
i
h
i
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
sn = s1 , . . . , sTn , Mn = m1 , . . . , mTn , ∆n =
h
i
(n)
(n)
δ1 , . . . , δTn .
2) GRU-RNN for time series classification: We investigate
the use of recurrent neural networks (RNN) for time-series
classification, as their recursive formulation allow them to
handle variable-length sequences naturally. We specifically
consider an RNN with gated recurrent units (GRU) [14], [28]
(whose block structure is shown in Figure 2(a)), but similar
discussion and modifications are also valid for other RNN
models such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [29].
Existing work on handling missing values lead to three
possible solutions with no modification on GRU network
structure. One straightforward approach is simply replacing each missing observation with the mean of the variable across the training examples. In the context of GRU,
we have xdt ← m.dt xdt + (1 − mdt )x̃d where x̃d =
PN PTn d
PN PTn d d
n=1
t=1 mt,n . We refer to this
n=1
t=1 mt,n xt,n
approach as GRU-mean. A second approach is to exploit the
temporal structure. For example, we may assume any missing
value is the same as its last measurement and use forward
imputation (GRU-forward), i.e., xdt ← mdt xdt + (1 − mdt )xdt0
where t0 < t is the last time the d-th variable was observed. Instead of explicitly imputing missing values, the third
approach simply indicates which variables are missing and
how long they have been missing as a part of input by
concatenating the measurement,
masking
and time interval
h
i
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
vectors as xt ← xt ; mt ; δt
where xt can be the
same as either GRU-mean or GRU-forward. We later refer to
this approach as GRU-simple.
Several recent works [11]–[13], [30] use RNNs on EHR
data to model diseases and predict patient diagnosis from
health care time series data with irregular time stamps or
missing values, but none of them have explicitly attempted
to capture and utilize the missing patterns into their RNNs via
systematically modified network architectures.
3) GRU-D: Model with trainable decays: To fundamentally
address the issue of missing values in time series, we notice
two important properties of the missing values in time series,
especially in health care domains: First, the value of the
missing variable tend to be close to some default value if its
last observation happens a long time ago. This property usually
exists in health care data for human body as homeostasis mechanisms and is considered to be critical for disease diagnosis
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Fig. 2. Graphical illustrations of the original GRU (left) and the proposed
GRU-D (right) models. Parts in cyan refer to modifications in GRU-D.

decaying the extracted features (GRU hidden states) rather
than raw input variables directly. This is implemented by
decaying the previous hidden state ht−1 before computing the
new hidden state ht as ht−1 ← γh t ht−1 , in which case we
do not constrain Wγh to be diagonal. In addition, we feed the
masking (mt ) directly into the model. The update functions
of GRU-D are
rt = σ (Wr xt + Ur ht−1 + Vr mt + br )
zt = σ (Wz xt + Uz ht−1 + Vz mt + bz )

and treatment [31]. Second, the influence of the input variables
will fade away over time if the variable has been missing
for a while. For example, one medical feature in electronic
health records (EHRs) is only significant in a certain temporal
context [32]. Therefore we propose a GRU-based model called
GRU-D, in which a decay mechanism is designed for the input
variables and the hidden states to capture the aforementioned
properties. We introduce decay rates in the model to control
the decay mechanism by considering the following important
factors. First, each input variable in health care time series
has its own medical meaning and importance. The decay rates
should be flexible to differ from variable to variable based
on the underlying properties associated with the variables.
Second, as we see lots of missing patterns are informative
in prediction tasks, the decay rate should be indicative of
such patterns and benefits the prediction tasks. Furthermore,
since the missing patterns are unknown and possibly complex,
we aim at learning decay rates from the training data rather
than fixed a priori. That is, we model a vector of decay rates
γ as γt = exp {− max (0, Wγ δt + bγ )} where Wγ and bγ
are model parameters that we train jointly with all the other
parameters of the GRU. We chose the exponentiated negative
rectifier in order to keep each decay rate monotonically
decreasing in a reasonable range between 0 and 1. Note that
other formulations such as a sigmoid function can be used
instead, as long as the resulting decay is monotonic and is in
the same range.
Our proposed GRU-D model incorporates two different
trainable decays to utilize the missingness directly with the
input feature values and implicitly in the RNN states. First,
for a missing variable, we use an input decay γx to decay
it over time toward the empirical mean (which we take as
a default configuration), instead of using the last observation
as it is. Under this assumption, the trainable decay scheme
can be readily applied to the measurement vector by xdt ←
mdt xdt +(1−mdt )γx dt xdt0 +(1−mdt )(1−γx dt )x̃d where xdt0 is the last
observation of the d-th variable (t0 < t) and x̃d is the empirical
mean of the dth variable. When decaying the input variable
directly, we constrain Wγx to be diagonal, which effectively
makes the decay rate of each variable independent from the
others. Sometimes the input decay may not fully capture the
missing patterns since not all missingness information can
be represented in decayed input values. In order to capture
richer knowledge from missingness, we also have a hidden
state decay γh in GRU-D. Intuitively, this has an effect of

h̃t = tanh (W xt + U (rt
ht = (1 − zt )

ht−1 + zt

ht−1 ) + V mt + b)
h̃t

where xt and ht−1 are updated as discussed before, and
Vz , Vr , V are new parameters for masking mt . We also
propose and compare several model variations of GRU-D [15].
B. Experiments
1) Experimental Settings: We demonstrate the performance
of our proposed models on one synthetic and two real-world
health-care datasets and compare it to several strong machine
learning and deep learning approaches in classification tasks.
We evaluate our models for different settings such as early
prediction and different training sizes and investigate the
impact of missing values.
Gesture phase segmentation dataset (Gesture) This UCI
dataset [33] has multivariate time series features, regularly
sampled and with no missing values, for 5 different gesticulations. We extracted 378 time series and generate 4 synthetic
datasets for the purpose of understanding model behaviors
with different missing patterns. We treat it as multi-class
classification task.
PhysioNet Challenge 2012 dataset (PhysioNet) This dataset, from PhysioNet Challenge 2012 [34], is a publicly
available collection of multivariate clinical time series from
8000 intensive care unit (ICU) records. Each record is a
multivariate time series of roughly 48 hours and contains 33
variables such as Albumin, heart-rate, glucose etc. We used
Training Set A subset in our experiments since outcomes (such
as in-hospital mortality labels) are publicly available only
for this subset. We conduct mortality prediction task on this
dataset.
MIMIC-III dataset (MIMIC-III) This public dataset [35]
has deidentified clinical care data collected at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center from 2001 to 2012. It contains
over 58,000 hospital admission records. We extracted 99 time
series features from 19714 admission records collected during
2008-2012 by Metavision data management system which
is still employed at the hospital, and only use the first 48
hours data after admission from each time series. We chose
four modalities namely input events (fluids into patient, e.g.
insulin), output events (fluids out of the patient, e.g. urine), lab
events (lab test results, e,g. pH, Platelet count) and prescription
events (drugs prescribed by doctors, e.g. aspirin and potassium
chloride) to collect the patient data recorded in critical care

units and hospital record systems. Mortality prediction task is
conducted on this dataset.
We categorize all evaluated prediction models into three
groups:
• Non-RNN Baselines (Non-RNN): We evaluate logistic
regression (LR), support vector machines (SVM) and
Random Forest (RF) which are widely used in health
care applications.
• RNN Baselines (RNN): We take GRU-mean, GRUforward, GRU-simple, and LSTM-mean (LSTM model
with mean-imputation on the missing measurements) as
RNN baselines. As mentioned before, these models are
widely used in existing work [11], [12], [30] on applying
RNN on health care time series data with missing values
or irregular time stamps.
• Proposed Methods (Proposed): This is our proposed
GRU-D model from Section II-A3.
The non-RNN baselines cannot handle missing data directly.
We carefully design experiments for non-RNN models to
capture the informative missingness as much as possible to
have fair comparison with the RNN methods. Since nonRNN models only work with fixed length inputs, we regularly
sample the time-series data to get a fixed length input and
perform imputation to fill in the missing values. Similar to
RNN baselines, we can concatenate the masking vector along
with the measurements and feed it to non-RNN models. In
order to fairly compare the capacity of all GRU-RNN models,
we build each model in proper size so they share similar
number of parameters. Table I shows the statistics of all GRUbased models for on three datasets.
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2) Quantitative results: To evaluate the impact of modeling
missingness we conduct experiments on the synthetic Gesture
datasets. We process the data in 4 different settings with the
same missing rate but different correlations between missing
rate and the label. A higher correlation implies more informative missingness. Figure 3 shows the AUC score comparison of
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Fig. 3. Classification performance on Gesture synthetic datasets.

three GRU baseline models (GRU-mean, GRU-forward, GRUsimple) and the proposed GRU-D. Since GRU-mean and GRUforward do not utilize any missingness (i.e., masking or time
interval), they perform similarly across all 4 settings. GRUsimple and GRU-D benefit from utilizing the missingness,
especially when the correlation is high. Our GRU-D achieves
the best performance in all settings, while GRU-simple fails
when the correlation is low. The results on synthetic datasets
demonstrates that our proposed model can model and distinguish useful missing patterns in data properly compared with
baselines.
TABLE II
AUC SCORE (mean ± std) FOR MORTALITY PREDICTION .

Models

NonRNN

S IZE COMPARISON OF GRU MODELS USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS .
Vars. REFERS TO ALL INPUT FEATURES / VARIABLES IN THAT DATASET.
Size REFERS TO THE NUMBER OF HIDDEN STATES (h) IN GRU.
Pars. REFERS TO ALL PARAMETERS IN THE NEURAL NETWORK MODEL .

GRU-simple

GRU-forward
GRU-D

0.8

TABLE I

GRU-mean
GRU-forward

GRU-mean
GRU-simple

RNN

MIMIC-III

PhysioNet

LR-forward

0.7589 ± 0.015

0.7423 ± 0.011

SVM-forward

0.7908 ± 0.006

0.8131 ± 0.018

RF-forward

0.8293 ± 0.004

0.8183 ± 0.015

LR-simple

0.7715 ± 0.015

0.7625 ± 0.004

SVM-simple

0.8146 ± 0.008

0.8277 ± 0.012

RF-simple

0.8294 ± 0.007

0.8157 ± 0.013

LSTM-mean

0.8142 ± 0.014

0.8025 ± 0.013

GRU-mean

0.8192 ± 0.013

0.8195 ± 0.004

GRU-forward

0.8252 ± 0.011

0.8162 ± 0.014

GRU-simple
Proposed

GRU-D

0.8380 ± 0.008

0.8155 ± 0.004

0.8527 ± 0.003

0.8424 ± 0.012

Next, we evaluate all methods in Section II-B1 on MIMICIII and PhysioNet datasets. We noticed that dropout in the
recurrent layer helps a lot for all RNN models on both of the
datasets, probably because they contain more input variables
and training samples than synthetic dataset. Similar to [36], we
apply dropout rate of 0.3 with same dropout samples at each
time step on weights W , U , V . Table II shows the prediction
performance of all the models on mortality task. All models
except for random forest improve their performance when they
feed missingness indicators along with inputs. The proposed
GRU-D achieves the best AUC score on both datasets. We use
GRU-simple as a representative for all GRU-simple variant
models [11], [12], [30] since it obtains the best or comparable
performance among them.

III. T RAINING S CALABLE D EEP M ODELS
A. Methodology
In this section, we describe our framework for performing
effective deep learning model training with increasing data
and for data with limited and imbalanced labels. We begin
by discussing the Laplacian graph-based prior framework to
effectively train neural networks with smaller data sets and
structured domain knowledge, then describe our incremental
neural network procedure to rapidly train a collection of neural
networks to detect physiologic patterns of increasing length.
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1) Prior-based Regularization: When we have access to
only a few examples of each class label, incorporating prior
knowledge can improve learning the deep neural networks.
Graph Laplacian-based regularization [17], [37] provides one
such framework and is able to incorporate any relational
information that can be represented as a (weighted) graph,
including the tree-based prior as a special case. Given a
matrix A ∈ RK×K representing pairwise connections or
similarities, the Laplacian matrix is defined as L = C − A,
where C P
is a diagonal matrix with kth diagonal element
K
0
Ck,k =
k0 =1 (Ak,k ). L has the following property that
makes it interesting for regularization. Given a set of K
(L)
vectors
vector of parameters βk ∈ RD
and tr(β > Lβ) =
P
1
2
0
0
1≤k,k0 ≤K Ak,k kβk − βk k2 , where tr(·) represents the
2
trace operator. According to this equation, the graph Laplacian
regularizer enforces the parameters βk and βk0 to be similar,
proportional to Ak,k0 .
The graph Laplacian regularizer can represent any pairwise
relationships between parameters. We use two different types
of priors to incorporate both structured domain knowledge
(e.g., label hierarchies based on medical ontologies) and empirical similarities. First, the graph Laplacian regularizer can
represent a tree-based prior based on hierarchical relationships
found in medical ontologies. In our experiments, we use
diagnostic codes from the Ninth Revision of the International
Classification of Diseases (ICD-9) system, which are widely
used for classifying diseases and coding hospital data. The
three digits (and two optional decimal digits) in each code
form a natural hierarchy including broad body system categories (e.g., Respiratory), individual diseases (e.g., Pneumonia), and subtypes (e.g., viral vs. Pneumococcal pneumonia).
Figure 4 illustrates two levels of the hierarchical structure

of the ICD-9 codes. When using ICD-9 codes as labels,
we can treat their ontological structure as prior knowledge.
If two diseases belong to the same category, then we add
an edge between them in the adjacency graph A. Second,
we can also incorporate empirical priors, in the form of
similarity matrices, estimated from data. For example, we can
K×K
use the co-occurrence matrix
whose elements
PNA ∈ R
1
are defined as Ak,k0 = N i=1 I(yik yik0 = 1) where N is
the total number of the training data points, and I(·) is the
indicator function. Such regularization encourages the learning
algorithm to find similar prediction weights based on the pairwise joint probability of the labels.
2) Incremental Training: Next we describe our algorithm
for efficiently training a series of deep models to discover and
detect physiologic patterns of varying lengths. This framework
utilizes a simple and robust strategy for incremental learning
of larger neural networks from smaller ones by iteratively
adding new units to one or more layers, based upon intelligent
initialization of the larger network’s parameters using those of
the smaller network.
Given a multivariate time series X ∈ RP ×T , which usually
come with varying or increasing lengths, we propose an incremental training procedure that leverages a neural net trained on
windows of size TS to initialize and accelerate the training of a
new neural net that detects patterns of length T 0 = TS + ∆TS
(i.e., ∆TS additional time steps). Suppose that the existing
and new networks have D(1) and D(1) + d(1) hidden units in
their first hidden layers, respectively, and thus the larger (new)
neural network has a (D(1) + d(1) ) × (D + d) weight matrix
(1)
(1)
W 0 . The first D columns of W 0
correspond exactly to
(1)
the D columns of W
because they take the same D inputs.
(1)
We can assume that first D(1) hidden units of h0 are highly
(1)
0 (1)
similar to h and construct W
by adding d new columns
and d(1) new rows to W (1) . As illustrated in Figure 5, the new
weights can be divided into three categories and be initialized
in different ways.
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∆Wne : connect new inputs to existing features.
∆Wen : connect existing inputs to new features.
• ∆Wnn : connect new inputs to new features.
Similarity-based initialization for new inputs To initialize
∆Wne , we leverage the fact that we can compute or estimate
the similarity among inputs. We can estimate the weight
between the ith new input (i.e., input D + i) and the jth
hidden unit as a linear combination of the parameters for the
•

•

existing inputs, weighted by each existing input’s similarity
to the ith new input. We find using sample covariance or
cosine similarity to estimate similarity empirically works well
for both time series inputs and arbitrary hidden layers.
Sampling-based initialization for new features When
initializing the weights for Wen , we do not have the similarity
structure, but the weights in W (1) provide information. A
simple but reasonable strategy is to sample random weights
from the empirical distribution of entries in W (1) . We found
that estimating all new feature weights from the same simple
distribution (based on W (1) ) worked best.
This framework generalizes beyond the input and first
(1)
layers. Adding d0 new hidden units to h0
is equivalent to
(2)
0
0
adding d new inputs to h . We can still estimate empirical
(2)
similarity from training data activations in, e.g., h0 . As
if our initializations from the previous pretrained values are
sufficiently good, we may be able to forego pretraining. Thus,
we choose to initialize with pretrained weights, then do the
supervised finetuning on all weights.
B. Experiments
To evaluate our framework, we ran a series of classification
and feature-learning experiments using two collections of
clinical time series collected during the delivery of care in
intensive care units (ICUs) at large hospitals.
1) Experimental Settings: We use PhysioNet and PICU
datasets. For PhysioNet dataset, we resample the time series
on an hourly basis and propagate measurements forward (or
backward) in time to fill gaps. We scale each variable to fall
between [0, 1]. For PICU dataset, we exclude episodes shorter
than 12 hours or longer than 128 hours, yielding a data set of
8,500 multivariate time series of a dozen physiologic variables,
which we resample once per hour and scale to [0, 1]. For more
details on the dataset and our preprocessing steps can be found
in [16].
Physionet episode classification
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Fig. 6. Experiment results on Physionet dataset.

2) Benefits of Prior-based Regularization: Our first set of
experiments demonstrates the utility of using priors to regularize the training of multi-label neural networks, especially
when labels are sparse and highly correlated or similar. From
each time series, we extract all subsequences of length T = 12
in sliding window fashion, with an overlap of 50% (i.e., stride
R = 0.5T ), and each subsequence receives its episode’s labels

(e.g., diagnostic code or outcome). We create a small multilabel classification problem on 27,000 subsequences extracted
from PhysioNet dataset consisting of four binary labels with
strong correlations: in-hospital mortality (mortality), lengthof-stay less than 3 days (los<3), whether the patient had
a cardiac condition (cardiac), and whether the patient was
recovering from surgery (surgery), and take the data-driven
similarity. Figure 6(b) shows the co-occurrence similarity
between the labels. The results for Physionet are shown in
Figure 6(a). We observe two trends, which both suggest that
multi-label neural networks work well and that priors help.
First, jointly learning features, even without regularization, can
provide a significant benefit. Both multi-label neural networks
dramatically improve performance for the surgery and cardiac
tasks, which are strongly correlated and easy to detect because
of our imputation procedure. In addition, the addition of the
co-occurrence prior yields clear improvements in the mortality
and los<3 tasks while maintaining the high performance in the
other two tasks.
3) Efficacy of Incremental Training: In these experiments
we show that our incremental training procedure not only
produces more effective classifiers (by allowing us to combine
features of different lengths) but also speeds up training.
We train a series of neural networks designed to model and
detect patterns of lengths TS = 12, 16, 20, 24. Each neural net
has P TS inputs (for P variables) and five layers of 2P TS
hidden units each. We use each neural network to make an
episode-level prediction as before (i.e., the mean real-valued
output for all frames) and then combine those predictions
to make a single episode level prediction. We compare two
training strategies. Full: separately train each neural net, with
unsupervised pretraining followed by supervised finetuning.
Incremental: fully train the smallest (TS = 12) neural net and
then use its weights to initialize supervised training of the
next model (TS = 16). Repeat for subsequent networks. We
run experiments on a subset of the ICU data set, including
only the 6,200 episodes with at least 24 hours and no more
than 128 hours of measurements. This data set yields 50000,
40000, 30000, and 20000 frames of lengths 12, 16, 20, and
24, respectively. Based on our experimental results shown in
Figure 7, the incremental training method reduces training time
for a single neural net by half. Table III shows the that the
incremental training reaches comparable performance, and the
combination of incremental training and Laplacian prior leads
to better performance than using Laplacian prior only.
IV. I NTERPRETABLE M IMIC L EARNING
A. Proposed Methods
1) Mimic Learning: Mimicking the performance of deep
learning models using shallow models is a recent breakthrough
in deep learning which has captured the attention of the
machine learning community. [23] showed empirically that
shallow neural networks are capable of learning the same
function as deep neural networks. They demonstrated this
by first training a state-of-the-art deep model, and then training a shallow neural networks to mimic the deep model.

TABLE III
AUROC FOR INCREMENTAL TRAINING .

Size
16

20

Full

Inc

Prior+Full

Prior+Inc

Subseq.

0.6928

0.6874

0.6556

0.6581

Episode

0.7148

0.7090

0.6668

0.6744

Subseq.

0.6853

0.6593

0.6674

0.6746

Episode

0.7022

0.6720

0.6794

0.6944

Subseq.

0.7002

0.6969

0.6946

0.7008

Episode

0.7185

0.7156

0.7136

0.7171

Training Time (min)

24

Level

Full
Inc.

60

Prior + Full
Prior + Inc.

40
20
0

16

20
Window Size

24

Fig. 7. Training time comparison of different training strategies.

[24] proposed an efficient knowledge distillation approach
to transfer (dark) knowledge from model ensembles into a
single model. All these previous works motivate us to explore
the possibility of employing the mimic learning strategy to
learn an interpretable model from a well-trained deep neural
network.
2) Proposed Interpretable Mimic Learning Framework:
The basic idea distilling knowledge from deep models [23],
[24] is utilizing soft labels learned from the based model (i.e,
deep neural networks) to train the mimic model (i.e., shallow
neural networks or other simple models). The general training
procedure of the Interpretable Mimic Learning model is shown
in Figure 8.

its own intrinsic interpretability. Finally, we can directly apply
the mimic model trained in the second step to the original
classification task.
Our interpretable mimic learning model has several advantages over existing deep learning and gradient boosting
methods. First, the original deep learning model can usually
boost the performance on many tasks over traditional methods,
and gradient boosting methods are good at maintaining the
performance of the original complex model by mimicing its
predictions. Second, the original deep learning model is too
complex to interpret. Our mimic methods, however, provides
better interpretability than original model, by explaining each
feature individually and examining simple rules from the tree
structures. Furthermore, using soft targets from deep learning
models avoids overfitting to the original data and provides
good generalizations, which can not be achieved by standard
decision tree methods or other simple models.
3) Interpretable Model - Gradient Boosting Trees: Gradient
boosting [27] is a method which takes an ensemble of weak
learners to optimize a differentiable loss function by stages.
The basic idea is that the prediction function F (x) can be
approximated by a linear combination of several functions
(under some assumptions), and these functions can be sought
using gradient descent approaches. Gradient Boosting Trees
(GBT) takes a simple classification or regression tree as each
weak learner. At each stage m, assume the current model
is Fm (x), then the Gradient Boosting method tries to find
a weak model hm (x) to fit the gradient of the loss function
with respect to F (x) at Fm (x). The coefficient γm of the
stage function is computed by the line search strategy to
minimize the loss. To keep gradient boosting from overfitting,
a regularization method called shrinkage is usually employed,
which multiplies a small learning rate ν to the stage function
in each stage.PThe final model with M stages can be written
M
as FM (x) = i=1 νγi hi (x) + const.
B. Evaluations of Interpretable Mimic Learning

Target

y

Input

X

Deep
Learning
Model

𝒚𝒏𝒏

𝒚𝒏𝒏

𝑿𝒏𝒏

X

Mimic
Model

𝒚𝒎

Output

Fig. 8. Training pipeline for interpretable mimic learning method.

In the first step, we train a deep learning model, which
can be a simple feedforward network or GRU, or a more
powerful multimodal deep learning model, given the input X
and the original target y (which is either 0 or 1 for binary
classification). Then, for each input sample X, we obtain the
soft prediction score ynn ∈ [0, 1] from the prediction layer
of the neural network. In the second step, we train a mimic
Gradient boosting model, given the raw input X and the soft
label y as the model input and target, respectively. We train the
mimic model to minimize the mean squared error of the output
ym to the soft label ynn . After training, the mimic model will
perform similarly as the original deep learning model, but with

1) Experimental Settings: We conduct experiments with a
group of our mimic learning models: For each of the deep
models we take its soft prediction scores and apply gradient
boosting methods. These methods are denoted by GBTmimic
with GBT as the mimic (student) model.
We conduct experiments on MIMIC-III and VENT datasets. In MIMIC-III dataset, we remove ambiguous and noisy
observations and extract features per 2-hour within first 24
hours after admissions, and perform forward imputation for
lab event variables and zero imputation for other variables
to fill in the missing values. Our main task on the MIMICIII dataset is predicting the ICD-9 Diagnosis Code for each
admission record (MIMIC-III-ICD9). For VENT dataset [38],
we perform simple imputation for filling the missing values
where we take the majority value for binary variables, and
empirical mean for other variables. We perform two binary
classification tasks on the VENT dataset:

•

•

Mortality (VENT-MOR): we predict whether the patient
dies within 60 days after admission or not. 20.10% of all
the patients are mortality positive (patients who die).
Ventilator Free Days (VENT-VFD): in this task, we are
interested in evaluating a surrogate outcome of morbidity
and mortality (Ventilator free Days, of which lower value
is bad), by identifying patients who survive and are on a
ventilator for longer than 14 days. Since here lower VFD
is bad, it is a bad outcome if the value ≤ 14, otherwise
it is a good outcome. 59.05% of all the patients are VFD
positive VFD (patients who survive and stay long enough
on ventilators).
TABLE IV
C LASSIFICATION RESULTS ON VENT DATASET. O NLY THE BEST
PERFORMANCES FOR EACH MODEL TYPE ARE SHOWN .
MOR (Mortality)

Models

VFD (Ventilator Free Days)

AUROC

AUPRC

AUROC

AUPRC

0.7196 ± 0.06

0.4171 ± 0.10

0.7592 ± 0.05

0.8142 ± 0.05

Deep

0.7813 ± 0.07

0.4874 ± 0.13

0.7896 ± 0.05

0.8397 ± 0.05

Mimic

0.7898 ± 0.08

0.4766 ± 0.13

0.7889 ± 0.05

0.8324 ± 0.04

Non-Deep

0.9

Best Non-deep Model

Best Deep Model

0.8

Best Mimic Model

0.7

0.6

portance (influence of variable) [27]. The influence of one
variable j in a single tree T with L splits is based on
the numbers of times when the variable is selected to split
the data samples.
Formally, the influence Inf is defined
PL−1
2
2
as Infj (T) =
l=1 Il I(Sl = j) where Il refers to the
empirical squared improvement after the split l, and I is the
identity function. The importance scores of the entire GBT
is defined as the average influence across all the trees, and
are normalized across all the variables. Although importance
scores does not tell anything about how the feature is actually
used in the model, it is a quite useful metric for feature
selection.
Analysis on VENT dataset Table V shows the most
useful features for MOR and VFD tasks on VENT dataset,
respectively, from both GBT and GBTmimic models. We find
that some important features are shared with several methods
in these two tasks, e.g., MAP (Mean Airway Pressure) at day
1, δPF (Change of PaO2/FIO2 Ratio) at day 1, etc. Besides,
almost all the top features are temporal features, while among
all static features, the PRISM (Pediatric Risk of Mortality)
score, which is developed and commonly used by the doctors
and medical experts, is the most useful static variable.
TABLE V
T OP FEATURES AND THEIR CORRESPONDING IMPORTANCE SCORES ON
VENT DATASET.

Task

0.5
001
|
139
#1

140
|
239
#2

240
|
279
#3

280
|
289
#4

290
|
319
#5

320
|
389
#6

390
|
459
#7

460
|
519
#8

520
|
579
#9

580
|
629
#10

630
|
677
#11

680
|
709
#12
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|
739
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740
|
759
#14

780
|
789
#15

790
|
796
#16

797
|
799
#17

800
V
E
| Codes Codes
999
#18 #19 #20

Model

Fig. 9. Classification results (AUROC) on MIMIC-III dataset. x-axis: ICD-9
tasks; y-axis: AUROC.

2) Performance of Mimic Learning Models: Table IV
shows the prediction performance of different methods on
the predictive tasks of the VENT dataset, and the detailed
results can be found in our paper [26]. Our interpretable mimic
methods obtain similar or even slightly better performance
compared with deep models. Figure 9 shows the prediction
performance of different methods for all 20 ICD-9 diagnosis
tasks on the MIMIC-III dataset. For the simple baselines used
in these tasks (LR and SVM), we also include the statistics
for each time series variable (average, min, and max) as
the features, which is recognized as one of the state-of-art
methods in ICU data analysis. Again, our proposed mimic
models clearly outperform the baselines and achieve similar
performance of multimodal models on most of the tasks.
3) Interpretations: Since our mimic models come from
additive and tree-based Gradient Boosting methods, there are
several tools for interpreting the models. Among them, the
feature importance measurement, partial dependence plots and
the important decision rules are commonly used in practice.
We will discuss these interpretation approaches and provide
some case studies.
a) Feature Influence: One of the most common interpretation tools for tree-based algorithms is the feature im-

Features

MOR (Mortality)

VFD (Ventilator Free Days)

GBT

GBTmimic

GBT

GBTmimic

PaO2-Day2
(0.0539)

BE-Day0
(0.0433)

MAP-Day1
(0.0423)

MAP-Day1
(0.0384)

MAP-Day1
(0.0510)

δPF-Day1
(0.0431)

PH-Day3
(0.0354)

PIM2S
(0.0322)

BE-Day1
(0.0349)

PH-Day1
(0.0386)

MAP-Day2
(0.0297)

VE-Day0
(0.0309)

FiO2-Day3
(0.0341)

PF-Day0
(0.0322)

MAP-Day3
(0.0293)

VI-Day0
(0.0288)

PF-Day0
(0.0324)

MAP-Day1
(0.0309)

PRISM12
(0.0290)

PaO2-Day0
(0.0275)

b) Partial Dependence Plots: Visualizations provide better understanding and comparison of complex mimic models.
In GBT, we can get visualizations by plotting the partial
dependence of a specific variable or a subset of variables. The
partial dependence can be treated as the approximation of the
prediction function given only the specific variable(s). It can be
computed by getting the prediction values with marginalizing
over the values of all other variables.
One-way partial dependence and additive function Based
on the feature list shown in Table V, we are more interested
in finding how the important features exactly influence the
model predictions. Furthermore, by investigating the influence
of the same variable in different models, people can easily
check and compare different mimic models. Figure 10 shows
the one-way partial dependence from GBTmimic models for
mortality task on VENT dataset, and both these two methods
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Fig. 10. One-way partial dependence and function plots of top three important
features in GBTmimic models for VENT-MOR task. From left to right in
each row: BE-Day0, δPF-Day1, PH-Day1. x-axis: variable value; y-axis:
dependence/function value.
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True

mimic the same HMMDL model. First, we can see that while
the two mimic methods are different, what they have learned
from the base model are surprisingly similar. This stable result
by different mimic learning models also verifies that the mimic
models are rather robust and effective in distilling the useful
knowledge from the base model. Second, the results are easy
to interpret and match existing findings. For instance, both of
our mimic models predict a higher chance of mortality when
the patient has value of PH-Day0 below 7.325. That conforms
to the clinical knowledge that human blood stays in a very
narrow pH range around 7.35 - 7.45. If the pH value of blood
decreases from 7.45 to 7.30, the blood will loss 64.9% oxygen,
which leads to severe symptoms and disease. More useful
rules from our mimic models can be found via the partial
dependence plots, which demonstrate an insightful approach
to understand and utilize the more powerful yet complex deep
models through mimic learning.

PH-D3 <= 7.3631
S = 9.7%

PH-D1

Fig. 11. Pairwise partial dependence plots for top important features of
GBTmimic model on VENT-MOR task. Red: Positive dependence; Blue:
Negative dependence.

Two-way partial dependence It would be more helpful
to investigate these interactions among the most important
features. One possible way is to generate 2-dimensional partial
dependence for two important features. Figure 11 demonstrates
the 2-way dependence scores of the top three features used
in our GBTmimic model. One can see that these plots are
consistent with the corresponding one way plots, and the
interactions between the two features can be exposed by the
former figures. These plots can also be examined domain
experts to obtain a better understanding of the model and to
identify unknown interactions between the features.
c) Top Decision Rules: Another way to evaluate our
mimic methods is to compare and interpret the trees obtained
from our models. Figure 12 shows the examples of the most
important trees built by our interpretable mimic learning
methods for MOR and VFD tasks on VENT dataset and the
ICD-9 diagnosis prediction task on MIMIC-III dataset. We
choose the tree with the highest coefficient weight in the
final prediction function as the most important tree. Some

Fig. 12. Sample decision trees from best GBTmimic models. %: Class
distribution for samples belong to that node; S: # of Samples to that node;
V: Prediction value of that node; Darker leaf node has more samples with
positive labels.

observations from this figure are as follows: ICD-9 codes
for task 10 (ICD-9 Code range 580-629) correspond to the
diseases of Genitourinary System, and the top features found
in our trees are Urea Nitrogen and Creatinine which are
present in the lab tests performed on urine and blood collected
from the patients. It is known that blood urea-nitrogen(BUN)to-creatinine ratio generally provides a precise information
about kidney function and may be used to determine the cause
of acute kidney injury or dehydration [39]. Similarly, features
in the top tree of task 4 are Hematocrit, RDW, Creatinine
and plate count; and their analysis reveals that these are quite
useful for the ICD-9 task 4 prediction task which corresponds
to the diseases of blood.
V. S UMMARY
In this paper, we provide efficient and effective deep learning solutions for three key challenges in computational
phenotyping research in health care. For the challenge from
missing data, we designed GRU-D, a variation of GRU model,

to utilize informative missingness. We propose prior-based
regularization framework for health care data with imbalanced and sparse labels, and incremental training strategy to
efficiently handle more input data. Furthermore, we propose a
simple and effective interpretable mimic learning framework,
which has both superior performance and good interpretability.
All the proposed methods are shown to outperform existing
baselines on real-world health care datasets.
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